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Parts List 
 

Description   QTY  Code 
 
Ute Lid   1  Lid01 
      Lid02 
      Lid03 

Hinge Bar Universal 1  L915 
Hinge Bar 4 x 4 Navara 1  L922 
 
 
Hinge Standard  2  L921 
 Navara   2  L923 
 

 
Fishplate   2  L910 
 
Hinge Gasket   2  L907 
 
 

 

Hinge Bush   4  AT-23A 
 
 

 

Ball Joint Bracket  2  L903 
 
 
 

 

Ball Joint   4  L902S 
 
 
 

 

 
R Clip    1  L906 
 
 

 

Gas Strut (60 lbs)  2  L916 
 
 
 

 

Handle Assembly  2  L924 
with threaded shaft 
 
 
Handle Gasket (Rubber)` 2  CD 431 
 
Handle Backing Plate (Steel) 2  L913 
 
 

 

Lock Nut (M10)  2  XNM20 
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End Cap (boot)  2  L912 
 
 

 
Lock Plate Right Hand 2  L911 
for Lids (Snail) 
 
 

 

 
Striker Plate   2  L918 
      L918L (liner) 
 
 
 
 
Cab Rack Plate (Rodeo) 2  L919 
 
 
 
 
Security Pin   2  L920 
 
 
 
 
 
ACCESSORIES 
 
Hinge / Roof Bolts M6 x 30   4  XBM 11 

M6 Nyloc Nut     4  XNM 6 

M8 Nyloc Nut     4  XNM 7 

M8 Lock Nut (1/2 nut)   2  XNM19 

Washer ∅ 8 mm    1  XWP 2 

# 10 x 35 mm Screw (UNIVERSAL) 9  XSCR 17 

Snap Cap  (UNIVERSAL) 5  SNAP CAP 

# 10 x 35 mm Screw (NAVARA BAR) 11  XSCR 17 

Snap Cap  (NAVARA BAR) 7  SNAP CAP 

Pinch Weld Seal 4100    6 metre XSE 038 

Steel Rivet     6  XRVT 17 

FCI Product Badge    1  XDE 002 

Ute Lid Sticker Red    1  XDE017 

Warranty Card     1  XDE010 

M5 Allen Bolt     4  XBM 03 

M5 Nut     4  XNM 5 
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There are three types of shells for the ute lid used on Japanese vehicles. 
Falcon and Commodore - see separate instructions 
 
 
Shell Type to Use Model   Type    Hinge Bar to Use 
 
Lid01   Hilux 98  with cab rack on  Universal Hinge Bar 
1340 - 1400 mm  Navara   with cab rack   Navara Hinge Bar 
 
 
Lid02   Hilux 98  without cab rack  Universal Hinge Bar 
1380 - 1440 mm  Hilux pre 98  with / without cab rack  Universal Hinge Bar 

   Navara   without cab rack  Navara Hinge Bar 

 

Lid03   Triton   with / without cab rack  Universal Hinge Bar 

1440 - 1545 mm  Courier   with / without cab rack  Universal Hinge Bar 

   Rodeo pre 97  with / without cab rack  Universal Hinge Bar 

   Rodeo 97  with / without cab rack  Universal Hinge Bar 
 
To trim the lid, place the over lay skin over the shell or mark it out from measurements (See separate page). 
 
When using a skin ensure that it is held down firmly while marking out.  Remove skin after marking out. 
 
On the marked out lines cut the excess off using diamond saw or equivalent.  Keep cut edge as straight as possible.  
Sand edges with a sanding block to straight up any un-even edges. 
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Once the lid has been cut to size place on a protected surface facing upside down. 
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  Universal Hinge Bar Shown   Part L919 - Cab Rack Plate (Rodeo) 
 
The drawing above shows the Universal Bar fitted.  This will be the bar used in the majority of fits.  The illustration on the 
right shows part L919 being fitted to the underneath of the cab rack.  This will only be fitted to certain vehicles where there is a 
gap between the cab rack and the well body.  To attach apply a thick bead of white or clear (depending on vehicle colour) 
around the top of Part L919 - Cab Rack Plate then fit under the cab rack on each side of the vehicle.  Wipe off any excess 
silicone. 
 
 
 
 
 
For vehicles with cab rack 
left on.  Place hinge bar up 
against the uprights of the 
cab rack. 
Make sure it is evenly 
placed on the vehicle. 
 
   
   
  CAB RACK ON SHOWN 
 
Use the screws and snap caps to secure the hinge bar. 
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Place the lid on the vehicle being 
careful not to damage the pinchweld 
or the well body.  Fit the plastic 
bushes onto the hinge bar with the 
larger diameter being pushed on first. 
The hinge is now placed on the bush 
with the bearing holder pointing 
downward as per the sketch opposite. 
 
Place the hinge gasket into the ute lid 
recess.  Adjust the ute lid 
until there is an even gap on either side 
and at the rear the hinge on top of the 
gasket is lying flat.. 
 
Drill 4 x ∅ 1/4 “ holes through the hinges and the ute lid.  Bolt through the top Hinge bracket to the fishplate with 
M6 x 30 bolt and nyloc nuts. 
 
Remove the lid by sliding it sideways off the hinge bar and place it upside down onto a protective surface. 
 
From the front edge of the lid measure off the distance required and the inward measurement.  See table one for 
measurement. 
 

TABLE ONE 
 

MODEL DISTANCE (mm) INWARD (mm) LENGTH  (mm) DEPTH  (mm) HANDLE (mm) 

Cab rack on 650 100 400 10  
Cab rack off 690     
      
Lid 01 From front edge to centre line of handle 1250 
Lid 02 From front edge to centre line of handle 1290 
Lid 03 From front edge to centre line of handle 1370 

 
Place bracket (L903) onto lid so the central hole lines up with the cross hair mark.  Drill one end of the bracket with 
∅ 3/16’ drill bit and fix with steel rivet ∅ 5 x 12 mm (XRVT17) being careful not drill all the way through lid. 
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Make sure the bracket is parallel with the side edge before drilling and riveting the other two holes.  Repeat method 
for the other side.  Fix a ball joint (L902S) to each bracket using a M8 nyloc nut. 
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From the inside of the ute body measure back the required length and down the required depth from the top of the 
ute body.  See table one above. 
 
Drill an ∅ 8 mm hole into the vehicle’s well body on each side.  Place the ball joint into the hole and secure using a 
nyloc nut.  Note the correct position for the gas struts.  Locate the gas struts onto the ball joints and replace the lid 
onto the hinge bar. 
 

Note : For correct operation of the gas struts, when lid is opened approximately 300 - 400 mm then the lid should 
self open. 
 

Secure the lid onto the hinge bar using a washer (XWP3) and R clip (L906). 
 
FITTING HANDLES AND LOCKS 
 
Open the tailgate and keep the lid closed. 
Using a piece of wood or equivalent 50 
mm thick mark a line parallel to the side of 
the well body in the region where the 
handle will be located. 

 
Measure from the front of the Ute Lid 
(shell cut edge front - hinge bar end) back 
the Handle distance required.  See table one for length. 
 
Mark a line across the parallel line on both sides.  Drill a pilot hole ∅ 3/16” at 
each mark.  Using a ∅ 30 mm or 1 1/4” hole saw, cut a hole on each side for 
the handle. 
 
Place Handle (L924) with Gasket (CD431) through the top of the lid.  Unlock 
the handle and turn out of the way.  Line up the handle to be parallel with the 
side edge of the lid. 
 
Drill one end hole then fit the backing plate (L913) using M5 Allen key head bolts (XBM03) and nyloc nut 
(XNM05).  Check for straightness then repeat for the other hole.  Do the same for the other side.  Lock handles 
down after completion. 
 
Fit lock snail plate (L911) to the locking handle shaft so that the leg of the snail 
is closest to the side of the vehicle’s well body on either side. 
 
Once in the respective correct positions attach the M10 nyloc nut  (XNM20) to 
the shaft so that the snail is secure.  Attach the boot to the handle shaft. 
 
Unlock handles and rotate out of the way.  From the front edgeof the ute body 
(cab rack end) measure back and mark the same distance as handles on the ute 
body. 
 
Place the striker plate (L918) against the side of the well body on the line 
marked.  Rotate the snail until it just touches the striker plate. 
 
Lower the striker plate until there is a 1 mm gap between the striker plate and 
the snail. 
 
Note : 1  - The striker plate and the snail are reversed for the Right hand side.  
The striker plate tail is   fixed to the vehicle facing towards the rear. 
Note : 2 - Handles can be located by using templates at handle recess supplied by R & D. 
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Drill holes with a ∅ 3/16 “ bit and fasten using steel rivet ∅ 5 x 12 (XRVT17).  Check that there is a smooth 
operation on the striker plate and snail.  Adjust if necessary. 
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On the rear of the lid drill two ∅ 8 mm holes 
from the ute lid on the flange of the lid 
through both the flange and the top of the 
tailgate.  Position it so as to be located as the 
drawing shown left. 
 
The position of the security pins are as 
shown 15 mm from the end of the lid on 
either side in line with the handles. 
 
Open the lid and on the top of the tailgate 
through the existing holes enlarge, drilling 
them to ∅ 1/2 “. 
 
Fit nylon bushes (AT-23A) into the holes 
on top of the tailgate.  Tap with a hammer 
if necessary. 
 
Fit two Tapered Locking Bolts (L920) 
washer (XWP2) and Locking half nut 
(XNM17) to the lid. 
 
Fit FCI Product badge (XDE002).  Press firmly 
down to ensure good adhesion  Clean down the lid 

and vehicle. 
 

NAVARA 4 x 4 ‘97 
 
without cab rack 

 
Distance from the front edge to the 
Handle centre is 1275 mm. 
 
NOTE : From the inside of the ute to 
Handle centre line is 16 mm, not 50 mm 
as for other models.  This is because of 
the recess in the Navara Ute Tub. 
 
17 mm spacer between snail catch & 
handle 
 
See Drawing Page 9. 
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with cab rack on. 
 
When fitting Navara with Cab on, the large bulb 
pinch weld (XDE - 036) has to be used. 
 
Lid has to be fitted approximately 15 mm to the 
 passenger side to allow the lid to be removed. 
 
Lid is still fitted the standard way. 
 
When a liner is fitted the spacer is 21 mm. 
 
Without a liner the spacer is 17 mm when using  
LID 02 without a cab rack. 
 
Pop up handles will have to be moved also. 
 
 
 

HILUX  XTRA CAB (SWB Lid) 
 
Use the universal Hinge bar. 
 
Fit gas strut ball 800 mm from the inside front and 20 mm down from the top rail. 

 
 
On the Lid mark from the front cut edge to centre line of the Handle 1725 mm and 1165 mm to centre line of the gas strut 
bracket. 
 
Gas Strut used are 600 mm long - 60 lbs force. 
 
Mark cut line from lay over skin. 
 
Use 7 metres of 4100 Bulb seal. 
 
 
Reference R & D. 
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